A Terrible Chillul Hashem!

is the single result that we got from the failed governing of Abutbul
Five years ago we had the rare opportunity to throw out the corrupt and failed administration and to
set up a broad coalition headed by a Chareidi. This was a rare opportunity; a Chareidi person was
held by consensus of the general public and was expected to bring great achievements. But that is
not what happened in actuality.
From a position of achdus and cooperation, Abutbul created polarity and hate between factions.
Beit Shemesh is a warm traditional city, which never had any show of hatred towards Chareidim.
During Abutbul’s time, the Chareidim became hated and unwanted. Beit Shemesh got into the
headlines again and again in negative contexts. Some say that Yair Lapid gained his power only
because of what happened in Beit Shemesh. How did the person that the Chilonim and Chareidim
together voted for, create such great hatred?
Instead of fixing the corrupt ways of his predecessor, Abutbul adopted them as his own. He showed
respect to his buddies and contempt to everyone else. Specifically the Sefardi community in the city,
the Shas voters, were last in line for any allocations and privileges. Vaknin gave and built hundreds
of classrooms for Chareidim, but during the entire administration of Abutbul not one new classroom
was built, even though there is financing available from the Ministry of Education. Instead of
concerning himself with proper municipal administrating, he neglected all sanitation services. The
sewage and the neglect in the city are overflowing. The garbage and dirt in the Chareidi
neighborhoods have become a sad joke.

Chareidi voters are not idiots!

Abutbul, why did you neglect the people that voted for you? The residents of RBS Gimel are soon
moving in and will be met by the conditions that we all are familiar with – no shuls, no mikvah, no
makolet, no sanitation. To build apartments upon apartments is not so hard, but with a little
planning you could have constructed an exemplary neighborhood. But in reality, it will just be a copy
of RBS-A, -B and the Kiryah.
Today, to keep his authority, Abutbul is generating hate and machloket between Chareidim and
Chilonim. Eli Cohen, a warm and traditional Jew, who in every one of his positions respected Judaism
and the Chareidim (as even the Satmar askanim will testify to, when he handled the aliya of the Jews
of Teiman), is being portrayed by Abutbul and him men as a sonei Yisrael. Because of that, even
those that had, till today, admired the Chareidim, have turned unwillingly hostile. Yes, Eli Cohen is
running on a platform together with Bayit Yehudi, just like Agudas Yisrael is doing in Bat Yam, Tel
Aviv and Rechovot. Bayit Yehudi is a partner with Agudas Yisrael and nobody claims that it is an antiChareidi party. Why is Beit Shemesh different?
Eli Cohen is an independent candidate, a professional with much experience in management, who
chose not to join any political party and to run independently. Only after he indicated his own way,
did the Bayit Yehudi, the Likud, Moty Cohen and Tov join him. Eli Cohen never used sectoralism as a
tool, and never spoke against Chareidim. He did not come to secularize the city, but rather to bring
proper and fair management. The Bayit Yehudi people were willing to accept his professional
agenda, so he agreed to merge them with his list. The purpose is to bring transparency to the
distribution of the budget and to allow every sector to get what it fairly deserves.

Don’t believe Abutbul’s lies! Vote for who will bring fair and professional
management, and not for who incites hatred towards Chareidim for political gains!
Bnei Torah, Disappointed with Abutbul

